CATHOLIC CEMETERIES ASSOCIATION

rev. 3/18/10

Certificate of Origin and Compliance for Granite Memorials
The Monument Dealer selected by the Owner of the Right of Interment to manufacture and/or deliver a granite
memorial to a cemetery owned by the Catholic Cemeteries Association of the Diocese of Cleveland (hereinafter
“CCA”) for installation on the Place of Interment identified on the Owner’s Certificate of Right of Interment hereby
certifies the following:
1.
2.

That a granite memorial has been purchased from
complies with the CCA Rules and Regulations;

(Company Name)

and

That the granite memorial is to be installed at
in Section
Lot No.
Grave No.(s)

Owner

Cemetery,

,
;

3.

That the quarry of origin is
(If the exact quarry of origin is not known then the region of origin will suffice)

;

4.

That the granite has been used for memorial purposes for a minimum of five years without a major incident
such as fading, discoloration, fracturing or flaking due to natural forces;

5.

That the granite memorial which is the subject of this certification, meets all CCA Rules and Regulations with
regard to quality and all generally accepted industry standards for granite memorials;

6.

The granite memorial has not been altered in any manner, no oil, wax or other substance either artificial or
natural has been used to enhance or modify the true color of the granite, is free of any material that will
cause the granite to stain and is free of fissures which have a tendency to check or crack;

7.

That the granite meets all acceptable granite standards as required by the CCA:
Absorption percentage - cannot exceed 0.40%
Compression strength - minimum is 19,000 PSI
Modulus of Rupture - minimum is 1500 PSI

8

That if the subject of this certification is a monument, the tablet will be affixed to the base as required by the
CCA in its Rules and Regulations.

The Monument Dealer having superior knowledge with regard to the granite used to manufacture the granite
memorial, acknowledges and agrees that should the granite memorial not comply with this certification and
compliance agreement or any generally accepted industry standards applicable to granite used for memorial
purposes, that the Monument Dealer will remove the granite memorial and replace it with a granite memorial that
complies with the requirements set forth above. The replacement will be completed at no charge to the Owner of
the right of interment, including all reset fees assessed by the Association.
Date
Acknowledged and Agreed:
Monument Dealer
Sign:

Title:

Print:
Owner Acknowledgment:
Sign:
Print:
Address

